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/f you were a, Native American, an Indian, I Mean, the way you

are part of the white dominant value system:

One'who had come from another state and had lived in an alien:

culture; whose English, whether spoken or written, weks not quite

correct oc non-existent, for you had no been to the "right"

schools; an Indian, I moan, who belonged to an uproot4d.social

system, and whose home was nowhere, yet had been everywhere;

one/who had been made as chattel 'of the government, $to.that you

might bp,titted to live in the presence Of civilization though

you are a descendant of the first Americans; one who neither

arrived voluntarily in search of freedom nor was forcibly

brought:to theS6 shores; you represent one of many trIbes having

a multitude of languages and cultures deVelopi:d entirely in

this nation - thus, you do not necessarily share the values of

European civilization; one who knew the blight of the reservation

but also 'the misery of the slums of Los Angele9 and Minneapolis;

and the failure ef,the dominTlt value system to cope. with its

own cultural identity; and a now world order being born:. How'

would yoll196k at the struggle or the ,Indian peoples their aims

their'hopes, their means?
9 '

The goal of my presentation iS to present considerations and

alternative's for healthy life directiOns which can be' made

available to the Native American to enable him to go beyond the'

present narrow choices of either total assimilation within.the

white value syt.,em or remaining isolated onthe reservation.

In accomplishing this goal, it is necessary to address both,

Native Ameeicans and theiwhite society: My address will, I hOpe;

offend and anger b-oth groups,.for it is impossible to tell the'

`truth about theIndian plight without offending and angering4

members of both groups. We are, all .t.do accustomed to the veil
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f
of half tr ehs which cloak this subject. For hundreds of years,

white Amer .ca has clung to the ideal that if everyone would
l,.

v.

just be patient, time alone would solve the Indian problem.

It hasn't, and it never will. For time, as Mai:tin Luther King

points out, is neither gOod nor bad; it is neutral., That matters

is how time is used'. Time has been used badly in the United

States. We often hear that something must be done and soon

about the Indian'pxoblem. But do swhat? The prescription to "do

something" appeals to the Pragmatic bent of most Americans. But

sheer busy-ness is not enough. Solving the "problem of Indians"

.is not only one of the mos't urgent pieces of public business

facing the United Stags today; it is also one of the most

difficult.' In approaohing`it, public officials and leaders

would do well to ponder the traditional warning of mathemati-

,cians': to not worry so much about getting the right answer;

what counts most is setting up the right problem.

Throughout my paper, I have atte pted to maihtain the prospective

of one who is hilmanisticall'. se itive and objective toward all

peoples rather than either a aigo or a romantic. Often,a

romantiNzed view of peoples is as .disastrous as a bigoted one.

Even goihg further, George Bernard Shaw in The Devil's Disciple,
r.

stated: "Ilia worst sin towards our fellow creatures is not

to hate them, but 4/be indifferent bo them: That's'the essence
q41

6

of inhumanity."

In this ,incrediblyq complex world, each of us - non-Indian as well

as'Indian - needs to examine ourselves to identify our goals

andv.our motivationsl. iAs a search for A better idea of what we

A,and for, tow*rd what we are headed; and what we think is

truly .important to be conveyed to our youth, we must ind lge

in a critical self-scrutiny td help stabilize the e'nviro ment

for ourselves and our youth in the rapidly changing worl . II -

close look at ourselves can contribute to thatmuch.sought-after,
eov

capacity of autonomy of self, and gives us greeter ability to
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make wise and useful choices in adc)pting the skills of the

dominant society, to exurit'cOntrol over ournoWh' destiny.

If it never easy for any people to loolc clobely at themselves,

particularly whAn they 4re surroundedloy a foreign culture.

Most do so onl) when forced by crisis, anxiety, 9r a blunt

Co4n4rontation with reality. For us who are Indian, the time to

take a hard look at ourselves and give direction to our "public"

image is now. How are we to go'abouk this? HOw do we ensure

that our remaining culture not be lost to succeeding'generations?

TO what purposes should we dedicate our efforts and our lives?

.
What are. our p ?rsonal priorities, and holq well does our lifd's

work reflect these priorities? Most of us will_recognize in

a period of serious refkection that the "important things"

in our lives are Often deferred with some self-assuring, but

self-deceiving assumption ,that there will always be time

"tomorrow":

M Trie problem OA. preserving .an'' Indian culture is complex when it

is in the Tkidst of - and often in confli6t with a dominant

society. In the'United. States, we have had much experience with

many different Indian groups, bit there are no adequate answers

t the dristurbing questions of how they are to remain Indian, -

or whether. they should be woven fully .into the fabric ofethe

dominant c,klture, or how a middle course between these extremes

might be avigated to the, benefit of all.

Being Indian, in the traditional sense, is often said to be

possible Only in the.past. .Indians should learn new ways

(Anglolmres,,of course) and their'incomes would ga 4, their

health would be' beter, and, therefore,- they would be happikr.

I think perhaps Anglos sincerely believed this. Inevitably, as

a result of their limited experience, Anglos saw what was going

on in the Indian world in narrow terms and formulated goals for

.5
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Indians from this restricted perspective. Indeed, a culture is

not just costume, language and menu. It is a way of looking at

the past from a rich historical perspective.

I am sure that if a well-inf rmed historian had pointed out to

the government agents and non-Indian reservation dwellers of

earlier days that cultural assir4lation has rarely, if ever,

taken'place among the peoples of the world, -he would have both

met with a complete inability to. understand.

The "Indians cannot be considered a typical ',immigrant .people,

such as those frcom Europe, Scandinavia or elsewhere. They did

not voluntarily seek Anglo-American ways and values'. It was

wrong to lump JewishAmericans, Italian Americans,, German

Americans and all the others together with the Indians in one

great( -"melting pot." It just wouldn't work. A community is

not merely a,variety of common interest and ties which hold

people together, but an organization of these elements by an

integrating principle., The concept of an inherent universa44y

common force for all communities within the American society

does not consider the obvious fact of a plurality of social

values, with its indifference and 'even hostility to others.

In reality, the replacement of one culture by another has

actuly been very untisual.inhistory. Dven when a dominant

society destrroys-the family and other basic social ties, as

'in the case of the, Blacks brought to the United States as slaves,

the complete ,assimilation of one culture by another is so excep-

tional that one has to search hard for an example in all the

pages of human history. (Exterminations there have been

unfortunately, but hardly ever complete assimilations.)
9

What 11.Ppens morel often is that people.throwh into contact by

the surging event's of h-istOry.borrow from one another and merge

their, customs, beliefs, and values into new combinations of

6
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culture elements: This happened on a grand scale in what we

now call Latin American. Spaniards and Indians intermarried,

interborrowed, and created new cUltureS like that of modern

'mexicO, a culture which is certainly not Spanish nor Indian,

but a new, vigorous, and important culture of the modern world.

Nevertheless, most big political states have -built 1.13 their power

by conquest, like the United States, Spain, and Gre,at Britain.

The ethnic group which bbcame dominant in the course of conquest

usually has believed tand still does at this stage of world

history) that it wi I be stronger if only it can erase the

cultural diffeences of all the people it has brought under its

power.. fence, modern empires, as well as ancient ones, have

subjected their conquered peoples' to assimilation programs,, in

dfforts to make at least. religion, language, local governments

and educational institutions,*st like those of the dominant

ethnic group.

Repeatedly, forced assimilation programs have been adopted and

one after another they have failed. It is important to under-

stand why they fail in porder to understand the course 'of events

leading to today's native American dilemma.

Take, for instance, England's -attempt to.assimilate. the Irish,

which haslasted for 600 years. We all know from the headlines

that theIrish are very much in evidence in the modern world,

yet as early as the 14th Century, the English set out to destroy

_their cultural :individuality. Today, the Irish are kept in the

news by the Irish Repu4lican. rmy's two factions which refusp

to accept compromise with =ir demand for total separation of
a

Ireland from -Great Britain.

The Irish experience is not unique. They are one of six peoples

today in the British Isles and the Breton PenninsuIa of France

who are struggling to maintain themselves as distinct people

7
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from the dominant.EngliA and French cultures. They are a

people of Celtic background, who lived in the British Isles and

France long before their neighbors. They are the Celtic

peoples whom the English and French pushed aside to marginal

place'S as they carried out their conquest. The Irish, Welsh,

Scotts, Nanx, Cornish and the Bretons, have asserted themselves ",

and are reviving the use of their Celtic languages and customs:

00

The case of theiCe4t.s closely parallels the Indians of the United

States. Both were invaded and survived conditions destructive

to their ways of life, but have not lost their cultural identities.

In Spain during the last five hundred, years, the course of

events was basically similar to that of Britain and the United

States. The Iberian Penninsula, which became Spain, ha4 been

inhabited by a long succession of different peoples. Ln the 14th

Century, the Castilians conquered or Made,political alliances

with most of their different peoples and forced the Moors, along

with thousands of Jews, out of the Penninsula into Africa. 'Their

expulsion in 1492 marked the beginning of the Castilian

domination, not only of the people of the Iberian Penninsula,

but also of the newly encountered world of the Americas.

The Castilians/set about to make the Iberian Penninsula cul-

turally, homogeneous. The Basques eventually became alienated

and at present are engaged in an underground independence move-

ment almost as violent as that Of the Irish.

The sought-after soccial philosophy must unite and utilize the

experiences and cultures of many different peoples. .It must

take into account the evolving experience of multi-cultural and

multi-lingual aople. It will' need to be cognizant of the wide-

_spread ambivalencq about huMan nature.' To of with

this struggle' We Vayi very well ,need" to defitie a new human'

pantheism. If so,he new organizing principle of our institutions

8
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will be symbiotic thesuccessful and necessary reconciliation

of apparently irreconcilable differences.

a When two' peoples of different experience and historyare thri/own

together into a heterogeneous group, each has some awareness of

the past and defines itself in terms of that past. These events
4

cannot be destroyed; they have happened. Moreover, the continu-

ing events in the contact of the two grOups differ. Thus,

hostil ty over being forced into a new and unchosen mold keeps
a

Mem ap. t. People can be forced to do things in new and

different wa , but' that act in and of" itself becomes part of

the distincti e experience of the group and adds to their

'distinctiven ss. _Yet, I maintain that a loss of, traditional

ways does no necessarily equate to a loss of identity.

muc,
So for similation as an unrealistic goal for Indians,.

indeed all minorities, whether now, in the past, or in the future.
,

This.logically brings us'to ,the subject of identity, and pluralis-

tic society. I have spoken of eho historical experi ce of a
*

people as a basic fact precluding cultural assimila ion. It

iS
(this same historical experience .which gives rise to, the

a rSeople., And- it is a common 'misunderstanding to

think:that group identity is the sum of cultural traits.'

Identity is a conception of and feelings about the events which

,a people haveclived.. It is the meaning of events in Which' one's

ancestors took part, in ways that,thake one proud, which
-

differentiate pebpae,intoethnicc-groups.

It is particularly true that members of a compact group - such

as a tribe or closely knit family are relively free 00
frustration and hence_ almost immune to the appeal for social

change. Also the frustration engendered by the sense of

insecurity is lesg; intense among reservation Indivans who are

intdnt. on preserving their than it would be for a

minority bent on blending with the majority. The tribal community,

.9



desiring-to,preserve its identity-, is a compact whole which

.shelters the irldivi4upl, giveS a sense of belonging, nd

shelters agaiipst frustration.

The words of Chief Dan George, a,76 year old Swinomish'Indianp

depict cult ral feelings, the crushing sense Of indifrerdnce:--,

and in part an ,answer to, the concern,foridentity.
,

Dan.GeOrgei an inclian Chief from the Burrard Reserve in r-

Vancodver, British Columbia; depicts accurately the insight

needed to effectively assist in Indian' economic development.

Was it only yesferday-that men first sailed around
the moon?" You and I marve.1 that men shod' g travel,

'so far and so,-fast. Yet, .if-they have traveled
far, then I have traveled farther, and if they have
traveled .fast, then Itfaster, forwaS born as if.

s. But within the span of half a life;
it were a ago, born in a culture of
bows and arro
I was flung across the ages to the.cuItute of the
atom bomb,. and from bows and arrows to atom bombs
is a distance far bdyond a flight to the moan.

I was'bprn in an age that loved the thingsof nature
and'gave them beautiful names like 'Tes-wall-u-wit,
instead-of dried-uptrianies like Stanley Park.

I was born when people loved all nature and spoke
to it as though it has a soul: I cah 'remember
going up Indian Riyer with my.father when I was

.very young. I can remember-his watching the sun
light fires of brilliance on Mount ,Pay-nay-ray as.

it rose aboutts peak. I can temembet his singing
thanks to it; as" he often did, singing the Ind4an

- word "thank."-so very, very. softly.

And then the people came. More and more people-
came. Like a crushing4rushing wave came //
hurling the tars.asidel And suddenly I found
myself a 'you 0. man in .he midst of the twentieth

- century. I fOtrid thysdlf and my people adkift in
age, ,,not of it.

We were engulfed by ibti rushing tide, but ,only as

a captive Giddy, going rO7dnd and round. .0n\aittle

9-
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reservations, on'plots of land, we floated in a
kind)Of"9.ray unreality, ashamed of our culture that

!, you ridiculed, .unSure of who we were or where we
'were gding.uncertain of our gEip on the present,.
'weal in our hope,of the future, And it is, where
swp pretty well stand today,

. Do you 'Allow what it is like to feel that you
are of no value to society and those around yoga?
To know that people came toehelp you but not to
w rk with you,lvfor you knew ihat they knew you
h id nothing to offer?.

/'
Do you knpw what it is like to be without

. pride in your.li-ace, pride 'in 'your family, pride
_and confiderfte in yourself? Do.you know what it
is like? You.don't know, f you have never tasted

411rits bitterne'ss.

. I know yOu'must be saying, .Tell us what you
. want Wtiat do we-w...-ant?- We want, fifst of all, to
-be'respecte& and .to feel we are people ,of worth.
We want an equalopportunity to succeed in life,
but we cannot succeed on your terms; we'cannot
raise ourselVes'on'your norms. :

,Experienses such as this provide meaning to identity for Indians.

I do not wa t you to feel that traits, such as language, arts,

crafts,-o- customs are unimportant in mdlintaining a s.ense6of

identity, but persistence of identity does not. depend totally,

on such traits.

,

The plight of-Indians-in America is that they'are -Indians first -

and-only secondWo an indiVidual. Only when the Indian community

as a whole performs feats to engender admiration from society
, .

will they be complete as individuals. The Indian in America

needs pride -'in his people, their achievements, their leaders

before attaining self-esteem: And itiimust be a do-it-yourself
4

job. Anything done for InLan people robs thetrr of an opportunity
-

to gain self:esteem-through self-effort and. pOievement.

1-E is not forms but meanings which make the-real difference

between Indians. and other ethnic groups.

. 1:1



If one wishes -to realize' the distance between "facts' and their,
. ..

meariings, all. that is .required is to enter into a discussion

of social, issues. Many people'. -pose th.t facts carry their
0 :. ,

meaning along with them. Accumulate enoigh facts and their

interpretatiostares out at you; but no one is ever forced
-14

just by th'collection of facts to accept their moaning, so

long as one"retains some preconceived valle system of inter-
*

pretation. Only when facts are -received into a non-biased
P.

environment is altered conviction a meaningful,possibiaity.-
;

In any eve social philosophy demonstrates an -immense gap

between fact.., and doctrines. It should be noted ho everever rat

DI:most.frequentiy the different theories-which -mark litical

philosophy dap not. develop apart from facts which they interpr

but rather-are emphasized fadtorS. from among facts. In a

social science,, the more sincerely -we appeal to facts' the

greoter is the imporbence of the distinction between facts which
'a

alter human activity and facts whilRh are altered by human

activity. ./Ind,to the degree whteh this di4crence is ignoredr

social science becomes pseudo-science.

)

Studies, related to American ,Indians completed to date have
. .

been almost universally synchronic in scope and have often

d missed incorpo ating t.o rich traditions of culture 4.7.4itoWheir

design,-bein rather focused toward The proble s'oeIndians

adaptation paternalistic Anglo-oriented and onsored,

programs. On the other hang, longitudinal studies which ha"ve

framed mod rn Indian culture in the context of tribal heritage

have been justly criticize&pyIndian leaders as being of '

little ut lity to them. Cultural.heritage is crucial ln'the

development of any successful program, but notthe heritage

of dropoutism, unemployment and alcoholism that has been cast

upon the Indian in numerous studies and workshops dealifig with ,.

the "Indi Problem:" Suchproblef are not,to be ignothbd, .

but neither e they sufficient to define a meaningful course

of overall social action.

_r
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The irony of the present understanding of American Indian

prqbleMs is that' in tl Attempt to.g.ain contemporary recognition

( of those problems, the dominant society has been caught up in
7'`

fantagmes. 'Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, ". "The Memoirs of

Chief Red Fox," and "Touch the Wind" succeeded in' their

intentions,ntentions, \but their reception only reinforced the fact that
4

the American dominate society could easily sympathize with

phantoms Of the past while ignoring the lack of improvement to

obviate the current debilitating situation-

.How can a society truly understand American history without

studying early tribal governments and their.decisiveinfluence

.on the history of the U.S.A., polities and institutions;

without learai.ng4rhat the U.S.'g v rnment structure was modeled,

in part, after thek,League of the Iroquois;.thatTtussean and

C.

other philosoph&ts who inspired Europearts to oppose feudal-
t

tyranny and oppressioebased their views on the pdtsdnal freedom

they in Indian sotietieS? 1 .,
.

, .

The coexistence of- multiple via,ple.social systems within
,

America would enhance out' sensesense f, freedom. Fpr freedom is

predicated on the piesence of alternatives in the ,etolcortn.c ..
z .

pOlitical, and cultural. areas. Even':in*the,abence of tyranqy,

li )

s
1,

freedom becomes meaningless. w ere there ith abjeCe46Overty,:

political inertness,inertness, and cultural sameness.

The heritage of
( the Indian is the b sic cultural-strain of the . .

Americas. Whereas the European heritage, the African, and

so 'Pbrth, are vital to -the plural societyp it is the 'heritage
,

of indigenous America that is comdon'to u. all. It is this
J.*

heritage - that of the first Americans - which makes all of

U.S on this continent uniquely American with respect to the rest

lof the world: Unfortunately, thiS basic truth has never been

'Ieflected in history'.
N 13
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Thus the pattern of the government's Indian program -. reflecting

the dominant's, society's will - develops: Thirty year. periods

of ignoriffg that Indiansexist, punctuated by legislation to

'assimilate, them. To date the complexity of dealing with

cultural and personal diversity has led to inactivity !or thd

most part and where addressed lcida.to imposed probity in the

form of coercive assimilation attempts. Thoreau's comment that,

if he knew that someone was coming to do him good, he would

run for his life, is applicable to the role of government

in regard to the American.Indian:

To one who is unsure, the future seems barren, offering nothing.

which would surpass that which-is or has been. When one's mode

of life is so precarious as to make it clear that nothing can

be done. to control-the circumstances 'of life, one tends to stick

to proven and familiar ways. People counteract a deep feeling

of insecurity by making their existence a fixed routine,

thereby acquiring the illusion of taming the,unpredictaMfe.

There is thus a conservatism of the destitute as strongas the

conservatism of the privileged. This often reflects the Indian,

life style"- especially on reservations.

Discontent is'highest when misery is bearable; when conditions

have so improved that near equity seems within reach. A

grievance is Tost poignant when almost redressed. It is not

actual suffering but the hope of better things which excite

people to a social-behavior. Also it should be rethembered

that equality without freedom cr tes a more stable social

patern than freedom without equa' ty.

You, in this room are the.Social scientists- the new guardians

of.social truth, social values and the improvement of society

generally. ,A. word of caution all top often a class of experts

becomes so removed from couutton interests'.as to ecome a class

-with private interestsand private knowledge, which in social

14 -7
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science is not knowledge at all. Even such a devotee of the

intellectual life as Albert Einstein recognized the importance

of .Values'when he said: "It.As essential that individuals

acquire an understanding of and -0a lively feeling for values.

He' must acquire a vivid sense of the bedutiful and the morally

good. Otherwise, he - with his specialized knoWledge - more

closely resembleS a well-trained dog than aharmoniously

developed person." The social science experts within the

various governments who determine "what is best for Indians,"

without-Indian input as to their perceived needs, have

established oligarchies. Some of my colleagues would argue

that the Indian people do not have the expertise to solve theirec

social problems. To this I :would answer, )0t. is not-necessary w

to possess great investigative expertise; what is needed is

the ability to judge the impact of proposed action upon the-

common Concerns of-Indians. Until prejudice, bias, mis-

representation, ,and propaganda as well as sheer ignorance of

Indian histori and culture are replaced by inquiry and publicity,

there is no way oEkn9wing how well proposed social policies

can be judged by Indian people.

In conclusion, I would say that for Indians to choose Indian

ethnic identity, rather than assimilation not only.enrich

their lived but other ethnic groups as well. Such a cpoice

will also provide the dominant society a conscious awareness

of difference - not just tolerance. For tolerance is no.
-

longer an acceptable concept to Native Americans.

V
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